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This is a faithful English translation of the original Japanese paper presented at a research 
meeting held at the Research Institute for Mathematical Sciences of Kyoto University on 
November 5-7, 1969, and later published in Vol. 91 (pp. 82-118) of the “Kokyuroku” series 
of the Institute in August 1970. But the table for the abscissae and the weights of the 
quadrature formula, Table 1, has been revised, and an appendix on the computational 
procedure for the table in the original paper has been omitted, since the original table 
contained a few incorrect digits (though they were practically not very serious). 
Although the original paper has not been published in English, its essense was introduced to 
the outer circle personally by Prof. Masatake Mori, and has been cited in a number of books 
and papers such as by Davis and Rabinowitz [l], Dixon [2] and Ralston and Rabinowitz [3] 
under the name ‘IMT-rule’. 
Subsequently in Japan, the so-called ‘double-exponential formula’ was proposed by Hidetosi 
Takahasi and Masatake Mori (e.g. [4]) also based on the technique of the change of variable, 
and intensive as well as extensive investigations have been done into numerical quadrature 
formulas based on the change of variable, their practical applications and the related subjects. 
For the IMT-rule in particular, Kazuo Murota analyzed the performance of its variants and 
generalizations and computed many useful tables for the abscissae and weights in his 
bachelor’s thesis [5] ( see also [6]). Table 1 in the present translation has been compiled from 
his thesis by his courtesy. 
In the original paper no reference was explicitly cited. As far as the authors remember, they 
had known C. Schwartz’ paper [7], but they did not recognize its deeper relation to their own 
ideas. 
1. Motivation 
Let f(x) be a real-valued function defined on the real interval [0, l] which is continuous on 
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Table 1 
Abscissae .xy6) and Weights wy6’ (x::‘,“_ = 1 - xy6’; w256_n - wyS6’; xi? = ~22’) for N = 256/m) (256) _ 





































































0.50000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 cJ+ 0 
0.31754 95772 76377 76365 76850 65971 Q- 1 
0.19629 22309 79885 74845 60806 33778 Q- 3 
0.20043 17454 17444 12044 40333 44271 Q+ 0 
019306 97859 86592 45502 21361 09859 Q- 7 
054624 20813 42419 03622 90244 15734 Q- 2 
0.95128 52956 30629 54670 37152 48874 Q- ; 
0.34052 26281 07205 26999 49327 81068 0 + 0 
0.59130 78018 97137 20643 42662 38552 Q- 15 
0.62971 03173 05104 27686 37752 52546 Q- 5 
0.14073 70229 41915 67961 83524 47541 Q- 2 
0.14786 16047 73446 73228 71355 64327 Q- 1 
0.58193 56382 88684 85223 94548 66839 Q- 1 
0.14274 03648 73615 41203 58920 97672 Q+ 0 
0.26694 92018 08234 01030 22255 92849 Q+ 0 
0.41900 41066 65877 77693 10119 94145 Q+ 0 
0.19570 03173 45852 24003 61557 83727 Q- 29 
0.54675 24114 92663 60404 13567 95222 Q- 10 
0.71039 23379 90691 14102 01071 86662 Q- 6 
0.49627 39617 14575 82566 01334 35434 Q- 4 
0.56152 63947 84834 23716 56762 58079 Q- 3 
0.29342 96172 25957 92349 05453 39965 Q- 2 
0.93088 89429 87946 26978 61734 82107 Q- 2 
0.22183 68752 74406 45804 85292 45321 Q- 1 
0.43706 34973 90202 60647 40767 60604 Q- 1 
0.75316 30433 45929 02280 25338 94978 Q- 1 
0 11762 02289 53259 75312 77516 25441 Q+ 0 
017039 06959 05732 67259 27994 20426 Q+ 0 
0.23266 73885 24365 43256 22360 48536 Q+ 0 
0.30298 06953 26323 63853 17113 17313 Q+ 0 
0.37929 51991 86133 12115 21073 05130 Q+ 0 
0.45934 34992 75778 61684 86601 04638 Q+ 0 
0.60272 91746 33074 79886 29397 66930 Q- 58 
0.79252 46341 39527 64250 50137 01682 Q- 20 
054414 15257 05860 80856 67636 37625 Q- 12 
015349 59339 86406 62114 57771 85281 Q- 8 
0.14163 21546 10028 25385 48355 85647 Q- 6 
0.26970 55107 03049 44966 94606 33327 Q- 5 
0.21686 73097 76400 80067 01694 39355 Q- 4 
0.10316 96977 42764 44791 31811 04213 Q- 3 
0.34799 43825 54644 14621 77376 93224 Q- 3 
0.92427 57669 39595 23299 62116 59643 Q- 3 
020651 09250 14246 61567 19366 42316 Q- 2 
040535 19071 76930 82677 21684 06134 Q- 2 
0.72009 66478 66567 28427 65042 00974 Q- 2 
0.11624 66250 01733 45415 40738 50144 Q- 1 
0.16226 16384 07398 57103 26993 94718 Q- 1 
0.26663 65818 46608 15696 17753 73600 Q- 1 
0.37422 14787 51602 47599 24217 06134 Q- 1 
0.50625 35231 80649 55746 59658 90003 Q- 1 
0.66422 00006 15399 81513 43128 62364 Q- 1 
0.84866 79407 84761 44141 70404 33976 Q- 1 
0.10604 14007 77956 04967 25037 86627 Q+ 0 
0.12985 68796 62604 26918 18307 83363 Q+ 0 
0.15625 70716 92755 25654 98960 79236 Q+ 0 
0.16512 25787 23505 79741 64201 14649 Q+ 0 
0.21629 50647 76051 46430 91770 84526 Q+ 0 
0.24958 16900 33589 96874 82071 72704 Q+ 0 
0.28475 95513 76449 90073 61559 32048 Q+ 0 
0.32158 00513 33136 34345 22764 58559 Q+ 0 0.24034 16651 69654 18632 06032 86390 Q+ 1 
0.35977 31532 84676 92288 25941 19513 Q+ 0 0.24622 31063 56760 94254 39401 11979 Qt 1 
039905 15069 73074 30747 66479 33246 Q+ 0 0.25421 66977 86662 23027 12624 66556 Qt 1 
043911 44479 07418 30162 14693 19310 0 + 0 0.25825 57785 95970 63573 69126 13757 0 + 1 
047965 16665 26070 63451 93571 06177 Q+ 0 0.26026 62793 44855 01277 65056 49825 0 + 1 
0.26054 06514 52002 77247 77623 96744 0 + 1 
0.68677 77008 55550 03260 03098 35251 O+ 0 
0.15218 12042 11247 84663 31943 06634 Q- 1 
0.19955 54682 43675 57824 55037 62771 Q+ 1 
0.55092 72633 25523 70700 63698 13453 Q- 5 
0.20058 56684 48673 55383 62457 20623 Q+ 0 
0.13539 73036 21714 78102 34635 48396 Q+ 1 
0.24451 25989 81921 28654 50949 26830 Qt 1 
0.64169 11062 97142 57141 26306 39115 Q- 12 
0.10999 10762 07058 74063 00165 22103 O- 2 
0.72251 91331 18384 43803 98669 57547 Q- 1 
0.40908 19170 70147 72828 13355 07845 Qt 0 
0.10107 86571 36472 93577 22631 56482 Qt 1 
0.16699 31983 65869 32599 52015 50842 Qt 1 
0.22520 47329 74095 25233 11695 54375 Qt 1 
0.25648 56265 37021 02439 56199 99960 Qt 1 
0.62607 32051 00855 47181 41299 73419 Q- 26 
0.27067 69337 66224 08903 26061 69603 Q- 7 
0.13273 48474 25610 08407 07093 96365 Q- 3 
0.49514 46861 93784 54777 43701 94202 Q- 2 
0.36255 69668 57036 06190 37490 96962 Q- 1 
0.12642 06711 16832 92918 32014 59879 Qt 0 
0.29511 49996 77288 71554 88823 01319 Qt 0 
0.54053 25612 01425 37659 23351 75260 0+ 0 
0.84466 15236 67115 38007 61623 06867 Q + 0 
0.11616 69790 33699 00765 93526 74793 Qt 1 
0.15243 94945 11297 24816 86021 49677 Ot 1 
0.18478 16014 96479 99679 03941 26377 Ot 1 
0.21309 39737 29636 59124 03630 06167 O+ 1 
0.23572 33332 42966 67355 44384 34368 Q+ 1 
0.25146 17575 09668 59320 29682 61716 Ot 1 
0.25952 39087 39192 53919 26379 02584 0+ 1 
0.13355 05297 98209 56290 63689 79595, 0- 53 
0.15081 27219 21459 32164 03112 94210 Q- 16 
0.36297 10596 65340 21173 67546 56163 0- 9 
0.56526 16223 69397 81889 23562 12061 Q- 6 
0.32305 80056 98415 17460 61536 13373 0- 4 
0.42103 60848 54704 06455 10756 14579 Q- 3 
0.24747 66037 08151 10953 44736 42714 Q- 2 
0.90184 03271 32118 15202 23940 95375 Q- 2 
0.24113 87424 85299 34929 26968 58898 Q- 1 
0.52153 43055 73735 80334 76659 45221 0- 1 
0.96915 96048 01416 45442 51527 62756 0- 1 
0.16094 76220 70653 06636 11603 64813 Ot 0 
0.24533 52265 75306 06646 47537 47407 0 + 0 
0.34977 02534 52011 99754 22709 37133 0 + 0 
0.47277 59496 34736 68476 20605 16110 0 + 0 
0.61199 49964 36375 13994 136674 37364 Q + 0 
0.76447 37539 74669 86117 73480 43131 Qt 0 
0.92691 05348 39784 54950 42199 31640 Qt 0 
0.10958 56060 91243 38321 71640 07773 QC 1 
0.12678 66016 77408 36231 62465 33811 Qt 1 
0.14336 11272 26298 36631 06194 37611 Ot 1 
0.16079 53376 59571 88231 17696 64122 0 + 1 
0.17699 93006 63890 50325 74121 52360 Q + 1 
0.19230 98227 74040 63955 66644 37374 0+ 1 
0.20649 18260 77126 45408 51738 03605 0+ 1 
0.21933 87452 51449 93916 25955 41441 ii+ 1 
0.23067 22551 92330 50708 16810 32844 0+ 1 
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Table 1 (continued) 





















































105 0.27560 09791 63494 60363 66701 50317 Q+ 0 











0.52216 97136 03364 24925 65673 24642 O-114 
0.60490 12154 72726 64923 92236 47036 Om 39 
0.10952 29419 69403 79829 69766 34543 0- 23 
0.47341 29104 29145 39025 12251 64369 Q- 17 
0.25915 29611 37555 02776 46661 69624 Q- 13 
0.66767 66614 55979 12530 60067 64164 Q- 11 
0.32765 20619 74556 06520 20663 59630 Q- 9 
0.59006 66406 04304 67629 42942 27639 Q- 6 
0.55269 07334 33765 56739 70131 75632 IS 7 
0.33020 04661 03195 63253 07105 99697 Q- 6 
0.14262 70541 86626 19564 63941 03666 O- 5 
0.46403 34630 09269 34973 66686 69075 Q- 5 
0.13657 56076 60141 56064 22311 63304 Q- 4 
0.33346 43456 92996 40527 20092 06545 Q- 4 
0.72546 02213 93429 29651 55660 70996 0- 4 
0.14369 60629 03147 29765 63465 34300 Om 3 
0.26346 74995 55310 07671 96659 67263 0- 3 
0.45291 33459 36210 51146 29437 31960 Q- 3 
0.73736 50396 27471 69654 56309 65217 Om 3 
0.11462 03016 44543 65067 66526 63056 0-l 2 
0.17121 59361 14694 24261 21659 90953 Om 2 
0.24706 93209 27572 00133 42435 90609 Om 2 
0.34601 91694 45573 75655 73065 77665 Qm 2 
047192 60606 26710 94913 16422 15232 Qm 2 
0.62660 02133 23566 13495 66642 19003 Om 2 
0.62063 22726 29599 63067 33021 29666 Q- 2 
0.10513 49721 59776 72802 17724 32240 Q- 1 
0.13247 59434 64715 06642 71279 41423 Q- 1 
0.16444 97442 95919 66941 20995 44767 Qm 1 
0.20139 65964 20603 50792 90090 79150 Qm 1 
0.24363 97746 12110 46599 77066 65663 Qm 1 
0.29144 26967 79764 53514 06406 53630 Om 1 
0.34512 66915 64767 66054 29946 72653 Om 1 
0.40465 93166 67691 15622 54242 56239 Om 1 
0.47065 52066 49851 07514 42557 00273 Qm 1 
0.54327 53905 23309 96626 64700 14462 Om 1 
0.62224 69753 26260 26419 60726 25271 0- 1 
0.70766 32161 06536 05934 06431 27042 O- 1 
0.60016 36435 46606 43552 93426 61636 O- 1 
0.69923 56460 15322 16553 77607 26053 O- 1 
0.10050 13262 29031 13716 90556 64196 Q+ 0 
0.11174 60107 66471 33926 64700 66325 O+ 0 
0.12365 69470 61664 36201 15060 61255 C?+ 0 
0.13621 65661 62009 57652 03266 27025 O+ 0 
0.14942 05371 70656 70096 53557 13162 O+ 0 
0.16324 76766 07220 32729 51236 53360 O+ 0 
0.17766 31137 31035 05516 72204 13797 Q+ 0 
0.19270 63963 79933 66614 56639 03660 Q+ 0 
0.20629 56621 36303 27320 73347 67091 C?+ 0 
0.22442 67476 60075 69373 16261 63267 Q+ 0 
0.24107 35506 26763 17579 66146 76967 Q+ 0 
0.25620 61566 60647 92941 26265 63949 C'+ 0 
0.31223 53694 51636 22366 97952 06621 O+ 0 
0.33101 06052 94596 67670 20663 66765 Q+ 0 
0.35011 16529 37559 37564 02909 91162 Q+ 0 
0.36950 25467 66393 55676 06211 62297 O+ 0 
0.36914 64261 46346 01932 35073 33413 O+ 0 
0.40900 56664 67365 50214 22367 54747 CJ+ 0 
0.42904 19905 76576 27739 71503 50543 Q+ 0 
0.44921 65667 47944 94402 33515 36614 0+ 0 
0.46949 02474 20060 64056 99654 72607 0+ 0 
0.46962 34590 06750 34225 14162 94501 Q+ 0 
0.34468 03555 49560 75371 27912 53076 Q-109 
0.45062 30621 16646 62665 97651 97605 Q- 35 
0.29600 95505 47109 65919 66065 51511 Om 20 
0.66646 94314 93202 19464 10239 15574 Om 14 
0.22370 16472 63117 23630 60691 95339 Qm 10 
0.39067 95693 22333 46951 54362 67317 Q- 6 
0.13907 99457 26461 60452 99604 19561 0- 6 
0.19044 47503 42933 63323 63030 96701 O- 5 
0.14057 35907 32149 36961 00739 56032 O- 4 
0.67962 22560 14567 01911 66740 61793 Q- 4 
0.24304 65694 72615 61061 13644 61260 Q- 3 
0.69502 79362 46976 39260 77930 26217 Q- 3 
0.16771 66509 73044 66036 66677 66160 Om 2 
0.35464 90709 52754 31334 47713 55766 Qm 2 
0.67531 19071 26167 76404 55362 31523 Qm 2 
0.11616 55719 06974 45475 43425 71390 Q- 1 
0.19293 64577 49429 62660 81561 53329 Qm 1 
0.29745 77697 23275 72179 71122 36966 Qm 1 
0.43705 55903 47099 66509 00092 40170 CE 1 
0.61652 75567 07695 92069 24420 61660 O- 1 
0.63993 67505 60166 09029 60365 67213 Q- 1 
0.11104 96620 56317 63379 36462 72396 0 + 0 
0.14304 66756 04667 14727 39599 25933 Q+ 0 
0.18012 57267 72567 19166 70032 56367 O+ 0 
0.22232 47656 03493 30729 44325 19623 Q+ 0 
0.26960 43901 13595 53021 61460 64965 O+ 0 
0.32164 54651 40971 02063 90472 29463 Q + 0 
0.37665 99626 03634 31254 53679 73942 Q+ 0 
0.44040 01575 65655 65110 93116 52119 O+ 0 
0.50616 79630 62337 57523 37192 66540 O+ 0 
0.57562 40636 63026 11725 35772 95366 0 + 0 
0.64699 63266 10484 52494 26214 99034 0 + 0 
0.72526 76365 96426 66432 66446 74197 0 + 0 
0.60426 29352 32440 34917 14394 09456 0 + 0 
0.66555 54797 94791 65234 62921 95421 0 + 0 
0.96667 23349 22500 13600 03647 49605 O+ 0 
0.10531 99101 76406 02106 32074 60109 0 + 1 
0.11367 03962 24767 67122 64147 11622 C!+ 1 
0.12247 61064 66576 66725 26597 67567 C?+ 1 
0.13109 53456 60067 65444 41440 17457 O+ 1 
0.13966 75203 70947 06500 16864 93032 C'+ 1 
0.14621 33463 47495 45016 94669 56966 Q+ 1 
0.15663 49664 41324 09670 62712 34716 0 + 1 
0.16491 61669 37396 26760 47945 21334 0 + 1 
0.17302 22630 79550 39627 39946 15774 0 + 1 
0.16092 03602 74711 43797 67647 42964 Cl + 1 
0.16657 92949 64436 37744 52265 21737 0 + 1 
0.19596 96766 99674 06290 12112 54546 0 + 1 
0.20306 39065 30606 95330 60676 23661 0 + 1 
0.20963 61664 33004 34240 35745 64979 0 + 1 
0.21626 24101 37719 70916 79965 46216 0 + 1 
0.22232 03574 10941 15496 75705 40194 0 + 1 
0.22796 94655 46406 10145 32122 11634 0 + 1 
0.23325 09075 95064 37601 72096 37525 Cl + 1 
0.23606 75465 60075 01591 16947 97355 0 + 1 
0.24246 39066 63069 61167 45420 59624 0 + 1 
0.24642 61575 16306 24033 00137 57932 0 + 1 
0.24990 20665 35532 63662 59233 40951 0 + 1 
0.25290 09964 69330 34713 24005 10646 0 + 1 
0.25541 36722 16136 47414 22061 21586 0 + 1 
0.25743 31629 42269 34736 47674 71520 O+ 1 
0.25695 26652 21102 04799 91325 00143 C?+ 1 
0.25996 64669 63219 72060 32675 56079 C?+ 1 
0.26047 70467 76956 60015 90745 63677 0 + 1 
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[0, l] and differentiable on (0,l) sufficiently many times. Then the well-known Euler- 
Maclaurin formula 
$ [MO) +?il f(nW + if(l)] 
n=l 
= ,,l f(x) dx + *gl (- l)‘-’ 
I 
Br (2r)! j$z [f”‘-“(l) -f’“‘-“(o)1 + R,,, , (1.1) 
r=l 
where B, is the rth Bernoulli number and R, is the remainder term, is useful for studying the 
behaviours of the truncation error which arises when the integral j,’ f(x) dx on the right-hand 
side is approximated by the trapezoidal rule with the interval [0, l] divided into N equal 
sections. In fact, if we have 
f’“‘-“(o) = f’“‘-“(l) forr=l,...,m, 
f 
Pm+l)(O) #f’““‘l’(I) ) 
I 
(1.2) 
then the principal term for the truncation error is seen to be 0(N-2(m+1)). 
However, the formula (1.1) is not suitable for the analysis of the truncation error of the 
trapezoidal rule in the case where f(x) is differentiable infinitely many times and all its 
odd-order derivatives have an equal value at the two ends of the interval [0, 11. In such a case, 
the terms under the summation on the right-hand side of (1.1) will all vanish for any m, so 
that, usually, the truncation error will not be inversely proportional to a power of the number 
of divisions, N, but it will behave quite differently, i.e., decrease much faster with N than a 
power of N-i. For example, such is the case with a periodic function f(x) with period 1. 
We will try to make use of this rather singular phenomenon to get a new numerical 
quadrature formula such as follows. To begin with, we set 
Q=lexp[-: ] - & dt (= 0.00702 98584 06609 65623 92412 70530 35. . .) , 
(1.3) 
and define the function q(t) by 
cp(t> = ot (P’(T) dT , I p’(t) = 1 exp - f - - [ 1 Q l-t I 
(see Fig. 1). Then, transforming the 
of the equation x = q(t), we have a 
[O, 11: 
variable x (=0 - 1) into the variable t (=0 - 1) by means 
new expression for the integral of f(x) over the interval 
(l-4) 
s’ f(x) dx = I’ g(t) dt 
with 
g(t) = f(&))cp’(t) * 
(1.5) 
(1.6) 
Here, if the function f(x) is differentiable infinitely many times on (0,l) and if, furthermore, 
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0.0 
Fig. 1. Outline of q(t) and that of p’(t). 
(a, p: constant greater than -l), then the function g(t) will be differentiable on the interval 
[0, l] infinitely many times, and, moreover, all its derivatives as well as the value of the 
function itself will vanish at the two ends of the interval: 
g’“‘(O) = g(“)(l) = 0 for m = 0, 1,2, . . . . (1.7)’ 
Hence follows naturally the conjecture that considerable high accuracy will be achieved even 
for a function having end-point singularities, if the trapezoidal rule is applied to the right-hand 
side of (1.5), i.e., if we compute S, by the formula: 
s, = ; $’ wiN’f(xy) ) 
n-1 
XT) = cp(nlN) ) wp = cp’(nlN) . I (l-8) 
The aim of this paper is to confirm this conjecture theoretically as well as experimentally 
and to analyze the properties of the numerical quadratur,e formula (1.8). 
2. Abscissae and weights of the quadrature formula 
When we use the quadrature formula (l.S), we have to know the abscissae x:~’ and the 
weights w:~‘, i.e., the values of the functions p(t) and p’(t) at many equally-spaced points on 
the interval [0, 11. When we divide the interval [0, l] into N sections, the value of the 
integrand function f(x) is to be computed at N - 1 points. It should be noted that 
1 As will be shown in Appendix A of this paper, 
(o(t)“cp’(t) - tYp’(t)“+‘. 
we have q(t) - t’q’(t) for t small, so that we have 
Similarly, we have (p(t)Pq’(t) - (1 - t)ZPq’(t)P+l for t in the vicinity of 1. 
8 M. Iri et al. i A certain quadrature formula 
p) = 1 _ p) 
N-n n and w(NN_), = wLN’ , (2.1) 
and that, once we have the table for the abscissae and weights of the N-section formula, we 
can have the table for the N’-section formula, where N’ is a divisor of N, by picking up every 
(NIN’)th item of the former table. This last fact may be used to obtain the sum S,, for the 
2N-section formula by simply taking the average of S, for the N-section formula and the 
N-point sum 
(2.2) 
which latter sum may be regarded as the result of the mid-point rule applied to the right-hand 
side of (1.5).2 
In Table 1, the abscissae and the weights of the 256-section formula are shown with 
sufficiently many significant digits. It can be used for the formulas with N = 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64 
and 128 as well, as has been noted just above. (We may use the first N/2 rows of the table for 
the N-section formula.) 
3. Asymptotic estimate of the truncation error 
It is often the case that the function f(x) which is originally defined on the interval [0, l] of 
the real axis can have its domain extended by the analytic continuation to an open set D, 
including the real interval [0, l] in the complex plane. We shall denote by f(z) (using the same 
symbol f) the function thus extended, and evaluate an asymptotic value of the approximation 
error (truncation error) of the quadrature formula (1.8) for the case where f(t), defined on an 
open set D including the real interval [0, l] in the complex plane, is regular at every point in D 
except at z=O and z=l, and 
f(z) = a.? + o(lzla), 
f(z) = b(1 - z)p + o(]l - ZIP) I 
(3-l) 
in the neighbourhood of z = 0 and z = 1, respectively.3 
If the function f(x) satisfies the above properties, the function g(t) defined by (1.6) is 
differentiable on the interval [0, l] infinitely many times and satisfies the property of (1.7) so 
that g(t) can be expanded into the Fourier series: 
g(t) = 2 ck exp(-i2Tkt) , i=Gi 3 t E P, 11 7 (3.2) k=--m 





g(t) exp(i27rkt) dt . (3.3) 
’ Note that the Gaussian quadrature formula resembles equation (1.8) in form but does not possess this property. 
3 This includes, as a special case, the case where f(z) is regular everywhere in D, the case where f(z) can be 
expressed in a Puiseux series at z = 0 and z = 1, etc. The case where f(z) has a logarithmic singularity at z = 0 
and/or z = 1 is not included in this case, but the arguments in this section and the following will remain valid 
mutatis mutandis also for logarithmic singularities. 
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In terms of the Fourier coefficients, it is evident on the one hand that 
s, = ;;;: g(nlN) = ;;z; g(nlN) = C” + c (c,, + LPN) , 
p=l 
and, on the other, that 
i’ f(x) dx = lo1 s(t)dt = co , 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
where the relation g(0) = g(1) = 0 h as been taken account of. Therefore, we have the 
following expression for the approximation error eN of the (N - 1)-point formula (N-section 
formula) (1.8). 
EN = s, - i’ f(X) dx = p$ @-p, + C,,) = 2 $ Re CpN . (3.6) 





Re c,,/Re c,+O as N+m, (3.7) 
so that asymptotically we may assume 
EN-2Rec,. (3.8) 
Thus, the problem of evaluating the approximation error incurred in our quadrature formula 
is reduced to the evaluation of the Fourier coefficients of the function g(t) on the interval 
[O, 11. 
The relation x = q(t), when extended from the real axis to the complex plane, determines a 
fairly complicated mapping of the complex plane since cp(t) as well as q’(t) has an essential 
singularity at t = 0 and t = 1. However, it will be seen without difficulty that the closed 





















Fig. 2. (a) Trapezium region A in the complex t-plane and (b) its image (p(A) in the complex z-plane. 
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sufficiently small neighbourhood of the real interval [0, l] in the complex z-plane if N is 
sufficiently large, where we set y = max(cy, p) and take 8 as an angle smaller than rr/2-more 
specifically as an angle such that tan 8 is a little smaller than &-in Fig. 2(a). (The image of A 
in the complex z-plane is multiple around z = 0 and z = 1.) We shall assume that N is chosen 
so large that the image of A in the complex z-plane is included in the open set D which we 
mentioned at the beginning of this section. 
Under the above assumptions, the function g(t) is regular on A except at the two points t = 0 
and t = 1, and tends to 0 when t approaches 0 or 1 in A. Therefore, instead of computing the 
integral on the real axis: 
I 
1 
c,= o g(t) exp(i2rNt) dt , 
we may compute the complex integral 
(3.9) 
g(t) exp(i2nNt) dt (3.10) 
along an arbitrary path C in A staring from t = 0 and ending at t = 1 (see Fig. 3). It can be 
shown from the analyticity of f(z) in D and the assumptions on the behaviour of f(z) around 
z = 0 and z = 1 that we have 
I&) exp(i2nNt)l = ]f(cp(t))cp’(t)] exp]-264n(y + WI 
= o(exp[-1.5j/4n(-y + l)N]) (3.11) 
for N+ ~0 on the upper edge PQ of the trapezium A. Based upon these facts, we can derive 
the asymptotic expressions for the Fourier coefficeints c, (or their real parts) by means of the 
saddle-point method. Details of the derivation are shown in Appendix B. 
Briefly, we shall take account of the assumption that f(z)&az* around z = 0 and 
f(z) + b(1 - z)P around z = 1 to find a stationary point t, (saddle point) of g(t) exp(i2nNt) 
which is located near the point v (LX + 1)/2nN exp(im/4) and another t, which is located near 
the point 1 - dl(p + 1)/2nN exp(-i?r/4). Then we can choose a path C, which starts from 
t = 0, passes throur t, in the direction of the steepest descent of ( g(t) exp(i27rNt)( and 
reaches the edge PQ of A, and another path C, which starts from a point on PQ, passes 
through t, in the direction of the steepest descent of I g(t) exp(i2nNt)I and ends at t = 1. We 
take C = C, U C, U C, for the path of integration in (3.10), where C, is that part of the edge 
Fig. 3. Path of integration C = C, U C, U C,. 
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PQ which connects an endpoint of C, to that of C,. The integral along C, (or C,) is dominated 
by the integral along a small portion of C, (or C,) near t, (or tl), whose real part multiplied by 
2 is equal to ar(N, a) (or bs(N, /?)) where 
GG . (a + 1)1’4+a 
E(N, a) = (eQ)a+l (211N)3’4+” 
[ 
3+4a 
* exp[-d4T(cY + l)N] . cos ~~IT(QI + l)N + 8 r 1 . (3.12) 
The integral along C, is negligible in comparison with (3.12) for N large by virture of (3.11). 
Thus, we have the asymptotic expression for the principal term of the approximation error of 
our quadrature formula (1.8): 
Ed - aue(N, a) + bc(N, p) . (3.13) 
Here it should be noted that if (Y # p, say (Y > p, then we have EN - b&(N, p), that if (Y = j3 
and a + b # 0 then we have EN - (a + ~)E(N, a), etc. If (Y = p and a + b = 0, then equation 
(3.13) becomes meaningless, but we _can estimate the error by replacing f(z) by f(z) = 
(f(z) + f(1 - z))/2 an assuming that f(z) has appropriate properties. d 
From the above arguments, we may observe the following. 
(i) The most part of the approximation error of the numerical quadrature formula when 
applied to a ‘well-behaved’ function f(x) is determined by the properties of f(z) near the two 
ends of the interval of integration. 
(ii) As the number N of divisions of the interval of integration increases, the approximation 
error EN decreases nearly as rapidly as exp(-m) where P is a positive constant. 
(iii) Suppose lim,, +0 f(x) lx* = a at an end x = 0 of the interval of integration. Then, the 
approximation error EN depends on (Y continuously, and, even if (Y < 0, Ed tends rapidly to 0 as 
N increases so long as (Y > - 1. This property is never shared by ordinary quadrature formulas 
based upon polynomial interpolation. 
Moreover, from the facts 
_lil& ; N;l wiN’ = 1 ) wLN’ > 0 ) 
n 1 1 
lim max ]x~~,“+‘r - xLN’] = 0, 
N-cc ?I J 
we can say that: 
(iv) For any continuous function f(x) on the interval we have 
lim S, = 




(v) In order for the asymptotic expression for the approximation error obtained above to be 
valid, all the singularities of f( ) z except those at z = 0 and .z = 1 must be apart from the real 
interval [0, l] by some distance. More specifically, since the image q(A) in the complex 
z-plane of the trapezium region A in the complex t-plane may be considered to be within the 
distance about j/4(-y + 1) InNq’( i) k 3j/m (note that cp’( 4) k 2.6) from the real 
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interval [0, 11, if the minimum of the distances of the singularities (except those at z = 0 and 
z=l) off(z) f rom the real interval [0, l] is equal to 6, we must choose N larger than 
9(y + 1) /S2 to have the above asymptotic expression for the error hold valid. 
4. Numerical examples 
The following examples are chosen from the numerical experiments we have done in order 
to experimentally confirm the theoretical analysis of the preceding sections (and the 
appendices). 
Example 1. In order to examine the dependence of the approximation error on N, the number 
of divisions, we set f(x) = 4, and compared the observed error Ed = S, - i with the theoretical 
asymptotic estimate $(N, 0) + $e(N, 0) = r(N, 0) of (3.13). The result is shown in Table 2 
(see also the points and curves for a = 0 in Fig. 4). We may say that the asymptotic expression 
(3.13) reflects the actual behavior of the approximation error quite well. 
Table 2 
Errors for f(x) = $ (E N: observed values, E(N, 0): theoretical estimates) 
N EN E(N, 0) 
2 0.15 E 00 0.18 E 00 
4 -0.26 E - 02 -0.55 E-02 
5 -0.40 E-02 -0.48 E-02 
6 -0.18 E-02 -0.19 E-02 
7 -0.46 E - 03 -0.39 E-03 
8 0.32 E-04 0.90 E-04 
10 0.10 E-03 0.11 E-03 
12 0.22 E - 04 0.21 E-04 
14 -0.23 E-05 -0.34 E-OS 
16 -0.35 E-05 -0.38 E-05 
20 -0.19 E - 06 -0.16 E - 06 
25 0.80 E - 07 0.84 E-07 
32 -0.45 E-08 -0.49 E - 08 
64 -0.32 E - 12 -0.30 E - 12 
128 -0.42 E - 17 -0.42 E - 17 
256 0.40 E - 25 0.38 E -25 
Example 2. For an example by which to confirm that the most part of the approximation error 
is determined by the behaviour of the integrand function f(x) near the ends of the interval of 
integration, we compared the errors for f,(x) = 4 with those for f,(x) = (1 + e))’ eX. (Note 
that, for both functions, we have (Y = p = 0 and a + b = 1, while the integral is equal to i for 
the former function and it is equal to (e - l)/(e + 1) for the latter.) The observed errors for 
the two functions show a good agreement with each other, and with the asymptotic estimate 
e(N, 0)) as is shown in Table 3. 
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Fig. 4. Observed values .sN (indicated by 0) of th e approximation errors of the quadrature formula for the 
functions with different (Y’S and the theoretical estimates E(N, 0) (solid lines) for (Y = 0 (N in log scale 8 in log log 
scale). 
Table 3 
Errors for different f(x)‘s having the same end-point characteristics 
N E, for f,(x) = 4 
2 0.15 E 00 
4 -0.26 E-02 
8 0.32 E - 04 
16 -0.35 E - 05 
32 -0.45 E - 08 
64 -0.32 E - 12 
128 -0.42 E - 17 
256 0.40 E-25 
e, for f,(x) = (1 + e))’ eX 





-0.32 E 12 - 
-0.42 E 17 - 
640 E 25 - 
c(N, 0) 
0.18 E 00 
-0.55 E-02 
0.90 E-04 
-0.38 E -05 
-0.49 E-OS 
-0.30 E - 12 
-0.42 E 17 - 
0.38 E-25 
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Example 3. We examined experimentally the relation of the approximation error of the 
quadrature formula to the properties of the integrand function f,(x) near the ends of the 
interval of integration (characterized by parameter Q,) using the following test functions, and 
compared the observed errors with the theoretical asymptotic estimates (3.13). (Note that all 
these functions satisfy (Y = p and a + b = 1.) 
fl(x)= $x(1-x)= +(x-x*), 
(4.1) 
f3(x) = ;x”( 1 - x)” = 4 (x3 - 3x4 + 3x5 - x”) . J 
The result is shown in Table 4 (see also the relevant curves in Fig. 4), where it is seen that 
E,,, - E(N, a) gives a fairly good estimate for the errors for f,(x)‘s. 
Table 4 
Errors for f, (x)‘s with different end-point singularities 
(a) Observed values 
N a = -0.5 a=0 a = 0.5 a = 1.0 (Y = 3.0 
2 -0.16 E 00 
4 0.59 E - 01 
8 0.34 E-02 
16 -0.24 E-03 
32 -0.24 E - 05 
64 -0.43 E -09 
128 -0.25 E - 11 
256 -0.18 E - 16 
0.15 E 00 
-0.26 E - 02 
0.32 E - 04 
-0.35 E-05 
-0.45 E-08 
-0.32 E - 12 
-0.42 E - 17 
0.40 E - 25 
(b) Theoretical estimates E(N, a) 
0.10 E 00 
-0.39 E - 02 
-0.14 E - 04 
0.26 E - 06 
0.14 E - 10 
0.37 E - 15 
0.14 E - 21 
-0.80 E-31 
0.79 E - 01 
0.34 E-02 
-0.83 E -05 
-0.93 E-08 
0.74 E - 12 
0.12 E - 17 
-0.43 E-25 
? 
-0.50 E 00 
0.30 E - 02 
0.15 E-05 
-0.35 E - 10 




2 -0.33 E 00 
4 0.58 E - 01 
8 0.34 E-02 
16 -0.23 E-03 
32 -0.24 E-05 
64 -0.34 E - 09 
128 -0.24 E - 11 
256 -0.17 E - 16 
0.18 E 00 
-0.55 E-02 
0.90 E-04 
-0.38 E - 05 
-0.45 E-08 
-0.30 E - 12 
-0.42 E - 17 
0.38 E-25 
-0.41 E-01 
-0.19 E - 02 
-0.67 E-05 
0.14 E-06 
0.93 E - 11 
0.45 E - 15 
0.14 E-21 
-0.82 E-31 




-0.99 E - 12 
0.10 E - 17 
-0.43 E-25 
0.24 E - 36 
-0.78 E 01 
0.32 E - 02 
0.13 E-05 
-0.34 E - 10 




Example 4. In order to experimentally investigate the effect of the distance of a singularity of 
the integrand function f(x) from the real interval [0, l] on the approximation error of the 
quadrature formula and on the validity of the theoretical asymptotic estimate, we took up the 
family of test functions: 
f,(x) = (0.125 + 0.56 “) l((x - OS)* + s “) (4.2) 
with 6 = 1, 4, a, a and &. The functions of this family are chosen in such a way that, in the 
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notation of Section 3, we have 
a=/3=0 and a + b =fs(0) +f*(1) = 1. P-3) 
The result of experimental computation is shown in Table 5 and Fig. 5, where it is seen that, 
in order to get a good fit of the theoretical estimate of the error to the observed value, we 
have to take N the larger the smaller the 6 becomes. 
Table 5 
Observed errors Ed for f,(x) = (0.125 + 0.56’) l((x - 0.5)’ + S “) with different values of S 
N S = 1.000 S = 0.500 S = 0.250 S = 0.167 s = 0.100 
2 0.23 E 00 0.52 E 00 0.19 E 01 0.44 E 01 0.13 E 02 
4 0.35 E-02 0.49 E-01 0.43 E 00 0.14 E 01 0.51 E 01 
8 0.30 E-04 0.76 E - 03 0.39 E - 01 0.23 E 00 0.14 E 01 
16 -0.35 E-05 -0.33 E-05 0.38 E - 03 0.96 E-02 0.18 E 00 
32 -0.45 E-08 -0.45 E-08 0.34 E - 07 0.18 E-04 0.39 E - 02 
64 -0.32 E - 12 -0.32 E - 12 -0.32 E - 12 0.60 E - 10 0.18 E-05 




Fig. 5. Comparison of the observed errors (broken lines) and the theoretical estimates (envelope of E(N, 0); solid 
line) for f,(x) = (0.125 + 0.5S2)/((x - 0.5)’ + 6’) with different 6’s. 
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Appendix A. Asymptotic expansion of cp(t)/cp’(t) around t = 0 (Re t > 0) 
We begin with the well-known asymptotic expansion: 
I 
cc 
7” exp(-l/T) dT = 
1/t 
uecn+*) exp(- a) da 
= [-a-(“+*) exp(-a)];,, - (n + 2) I:, cT(~+~) exp(- a) da 
= t n+2 exp(-l/t) - (n + 2) i’ TV+* exp(-l/t) dT 
- [tn+2 - (n + 2)tn+3 + (n + 2)(n + 3)tn+4 - . . -1 exp(-l/t) , 
(A-1) 
where we assume 1 tl is small enough and Re t > 0. In (A. 1) the path of integration in T is the 
straight line segment connecting 0 and t, and that in CT is the semi-infinite straight line 
connecting 1 /t to the infinity which is part of the straight line passing 0 and 11 t. 
Assuming 1 tl to be small enough, we can apply (A.l) to 
p’(t) = (l/Q) exp(-l/t - l/(1 - t)) 
= (l/Q) exp(-1 - t - t* 7 t3 - * * *) exp(-l/t) 
=(l/eQ)(l- t- it”- at’-***)exp(-l/t) (A.2) 
to get 
40 = ,: cp’(4 dT I 
- (lleQ)(t* - 3t3 + yt” - yt” + - - *) exp(-l/t) . (A-3) 
Multiplying the right-hand side of (A.3) by 
1 = Q exp[l/(l - t)] exp(llt)q’(t) 
= Q exp(1 + t + t2 + t3 + * . -) exp(llt)cp’(t) 
= eQ(1 + t + $t” + $t3 + - * -) exp(llt)cp’(t) , 
we have the asymptotic expansion 
q(t) - (t2 - 2t3 + 7t4 - 28t5 + * * +/Y’(t) . 
(A4 
(A.9 
Appendix B. Calculation of the Fourier Coefficients of cp(t)"cp ‘( t) 
As has been discussed in Section 3, the Nth Fourier coefficient cN (or its real part multiplied 
by 2) of g(t), induced from f(z) satisfying f(z) & z”I near z = 0 and f(z) + (1 - z)’ near z = 1, 
can be obtained by calculating the integrals (or their real parts multiplied by 2) of 
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g(t) exp(i2nNt) along the paths C, and C,, respectively, in the complex t-plane (see Fig. 3). 
We shall calculate the integral along C, alone, because the integral along C, may be 
calculated in entirely the same manner. In other words, setting 
f(z) = za , g(t) exp(i2mNt) = (1 /Qa + ‘) exp[ q(t)] , 
q(t) = i2nNt - 1 lt - 1 /(l - t) + a log[ Qq(t)] , I 
(W 
we shall calculate the asymptotic expression E(N, a) for 
2Re 
I Cl exp[ &>I dt * (B.2) 
To do it, we first determine the saddle point, i.e., the point where q’(t) = 0, in the region of 
the complex t-plane such that 0 < arg t < 1~ and ItI is small. From (AS) we have 
q(t) = i2nNt - ((.y + l)t-’ + 2a log t - (a + 1) + O(t) , 
q’(t) = i2nN + (a + l)t-’ + 2atC’ + O(1) , (B.3) 
so that, setting 
J a+1 P= m exp( 54 , 
we find a saddle point 
to=p 1+ 
[ 2 P + O(P2) 1 
WV 
(B.5) 
which is unique in the region under consideration. Then, the relevant quantities at t = t, can 
be calculated as follows. 
q(to) = -2(a + 1)/p + 2a log p - (a + 1) + O(p) ) 
q’(to) = cl 3 
I 
q”(t,) = - ““,: l) [1+ O(P)1 3 
P 03.6) 
qcmyto> = O(p_@+l)) . I 
According to the standard technique of the saddle-point method we should take the path of 
integration C, such that 
Im[q(t) - &)I = 0 
in the neighbourhood of t = to, where Re[q(t) - q(to)] attains its maximum along C,. (More 
detailed analysis of the global form of C, will be given in Appendix C). Noting that we have 
q(t) = q(to) + $ (t - to)2q”(to) + * * * = 
cr+1 
4(to) - p3 (t - t,y + O((t - to)3p-4) ) 
(IV 
we see that the path C, near t = t, may be approximately expressed by the equation: 
t - t, = (p3’2/qm)T (B.8) 
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with a real parameter T (171: small). In order to (B.8) to be a good approximation to the path 
C, the following condition is necessary and sufficient in view of (B.7): 
It - t,] G p4’3 or 1714 p-l’6 . (B.9) 
Therefore, if N is large enough, we can allow (~1 to become sufficiently large, say up to T, with 
the condition (B.9) still satisfied. Let us denote by C1 that part of C, which is well 
approximated by (B .8). Then, we have 
I 
312 
c, exp[qW - &Jl dt = 
I _: exP(- ir’) dr > (B.lO) 
and, if N is large enough so that T may be chosen large enough, we have 
exp(- 47’) dr = (B.ll) 
Since Re[q(t) - q(to)] should be smaller (i.e., larger in absolute value) on C, - C1 than at the 
ends of C1, ]exp[&) - &)I] may b e neglected on C, - Cr. Hence we have 
1, expMt) - q&d1 dt + 1, expk(t) - &)I dt k dz p3’2 , (B.12) 




q(t) exp(i27rNt) dt 
expk(r) - 4&J dt 
X exp[-j/4n(cu + l)N + i (B.13) 
The real part of (B.13) multiplied by 2 is then 
X exp[-q4n(a + l)N] - cos [v 3+4a 45+X + l)N+ ---8- IT . 1 (B.14) 
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Appendix C. Outline of the path of integration 
We shall sketch the path of integration C, passing the saddle point t,. If N is large enough so 
that p as well as t, is small, (B.3) may further 
q(t) = i2nNt - (CX + l)t-’ + o(tC’) , 
q’(t) = i2nN + (CX + l)t-’ + O(tC’) , 
and (B.4) and (B.5) to 
t, + p = ~(CX + 1)/27~N exp(in/4) . 
Furthermore, we may set 
be simplified to 
(Cl) 
(C.2) 
q(t) - q(t,) k i2nNt - (a + 1) lt + j/ihr(a + l)N exp(-i7r/4) . (C-3) 
Let us introduce two real variables x and y by 
t = v(a + 1)/41~N(x + iy) . (C-4) 
Then, t, corresponds to (x, y) = (1, l), and we have 
Im[s(t) - q(to)] = q41~(a + l)N( ix + y/(x* + y”) - 1) . (C-5) 
Therefore, the curve defined by Im[ q(t) - q(t,,)] = 0 in the complex t-plane corresponds to the 
algebraic curve in the real (x, y)-plane defined by 
(X - 2)(X2 + y”) + 2y = 0. (C.6) 
Application of the classical method of curve tracing to the analysis of this algebraic curve will 
yield the following observations. 
(i) This curve has only one multiple point (x, y) = (1,1) with multiplicity 2. The tangents to 
the curve at this multiple point have gradients 1 + V!? and 1 - fi. 
(ii) The straight line passing (x, y) = (1,1) with gradient z: 
y - 1 = 2(X - 1) (C.7) 
has a unique point of intersection (other than (1,1)) with the curve for any z; i.e., the curve 
admits the parametric expression with parameter z: 
x-l== *-222-l y-l= 
2(z2 - 22 - 1) 
**+1 ’ z2+1 . W) 
(iii) The behaviours of X, y and dyldx qua function of z are outlined as follows. 
L -z -l-v5 -1 l-v3 z* 0 VS1 1 1+x5 +CC 
dyidx = + m -2 1-43 0 + 112 + = 0 + 1+v5 + m 
2 * = -(j/m - l/e) = -0.2490383764. . . , 
x* - 1 = -(fi - 1) = -0.4142135623. . . , 
y* - 1 = (fi - l)(VYE=J - 1 /V?z) = 0.1031550730. . . 
















I I -2.0 
I\ 
! 1 
Fig. 6. Outline of the algebraic curve (B.6). 
Figure 6 shows the outline of the algebraic curve (C.6). On the solid-line part of the curve 
of Fig. 6, Re[q(t) - q(to)] attains the maximum (=0) at the multiple point and decreases to 
--co as t+O or t+ j/(a + l)l(nN) + im. The path of integration C, is taken from this 
solid-line part. On the other hand, on the broken-line part of the curve, Re[q(t) - q(to)] 
attains the minimum (=0) at the multiple point, and increases to +m as t+O or 
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